ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS
JANUARY 17, 2012

PHARMACISTS:

MELANIE G. BUTLER, Pharmacist #11513
License SUSPENDED 5 years; shall revert to PROBATION when conditions met. Assessed administrative fine of $6,000.00 to be paid within 90 days.

JOSEPH HAROLD GANDY, Pharmacist #7509
Shall pay $250 per month until total amount of $5,000.00 paid; shall be paid no later than 2 years; SUSPENSION shall continue until compliant with all other provisions of August 13, 1999 Consent Order.

RONALD JACKSON, Pharmacist #9802
License placed on PROBATION for 2 years; assessed administrative fine of $15,000.00 to be paid within 30 days.

GREGORY TODD LAMBERTH, Reciprocity Candidate
Upon satisfying all requirements, application is granted; however, license is SUSPENDED with immediate reversion to PROBATION until 3-2-2016 after conditions met; assessed administrative fine of $2,500.00 to be paid within 30 days.

DAVID RICHARD SCOTT, Pharmacist #10114
License and CS Permit SUSPENDED 20 years; shall immediately revert to PROBATION when conditions met. Assessed administrative fine of $3,000.00 to be paid within 60 days.

KAREN E. WESSON, Pharmacist #14615
License SUSPENDED until documentation is provided showing full compliance with her Board Order of June 14, 2011.

TECHNICIANS:

ANGELICA MARTINA BILLUPS, Technician Registration #T22221
Technician Registration REVOKED.

ERICA JONES HUBBARD, Technician Registration #T10585
Technician Registration SUSPENDED for 5 years; shall immediately revert to PROBATION when conditions met. Assessed administrative fine of $600.00
to be paid within 60 days; if fine not paid within 90 days, registration REVOLED.

MELODY KIMBREL MCCARTY, Technician Registration #T08367
Technician Registration REVOLED; assessed administrative fine of $500.00
to be paid within 60 days.

SHADRECKA MURRAY, Technician Registration #T30652
Technician Registration REVOLED; assessed administrative fine of $6,000.00
to be paid within 60 days.

DEMETRICE MONTEZ WILLIAMS, Technician Registration #T26290
Technician Registration REVOLED; assessed administrative fine of $6,000.00
to be paid within 60 days.

NON-RESIDENT PHARMACY:

REGEL PHARMALAB, Permit #113673/201891
Assessed administrative fine of $1,000.00 to be paid within 10 days.
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS
FEBRUARY 21, 2012

PHARMACISTS:

JOSEPH LEX CORBITT, Pharmacist #7975
License and CS Permit SUSPENDED for 30 years; after 10 years may request a hearing to have SUSPENSION revert to PROBATION.

JAMES B. FOX, Pharmacist #11458
License and CS Permit SUSPENDED for 5 years; immediately reverted to PROBATION with conditions. Assessed administrative fine of $2,500.00 to be paid within 30 days.

ELIZABETH SHAW HARTFIELD, Pharmacist #14500
License and CS Permit SUSPENDED until April 28, 2018; immediately reverted to PROBATION with conditions. Assessed administrative fine of $2,500.00 to be paid within 30 days.

WILLIAM WOOD, JR., Pharmacist #7755
License and CS Permit SUSPENDED 5 years; immediately reverted to PROBATION. Assessed administrative fine of $2,500.00 to be paid within 30 days.

EXTERN/INTERN

SAIGE ELIZABETH KAUFMAN, Extern/Intern #10060
Permit shall be SUSPENDED during time she validly holds the same; with SUSPENSION reverting to PROBATION when conditions met.

TECHNICIANS:

MALLORY ALLENA BEAN, Technician Registration #T28192
Renewal of Technician registration for 2012-2013 granted subject to terms and conditions for 2 years.

TAMMY BENNETT BEEGLE, Technician Registration #T00719
Assessed administrative fine of $250.00.

COURTNEY MCKNIGHT, Technician Registration #T21583
Technician Registration SUSPENDED; may apply to Board for a hearing to consider reversion to PROBATION if conditions met.
CHRISTY S. SANDERS, Technician Registration #T04371
Technician Registration REVOKED.
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS
MARCH 20, 2012

PHARMACISTS:

CHARLES GRANT DARLING, Pharmacist #10081
Assessed administrative fine of $3,000.00 to be paid within 30 days.

LOGAN MICHAEL REEVES, Pharmacist #16928
License and CS Permit SUSPENDED; perform 240 hours community service; after 6 months may request a hearing to have SUSPENSION reverted to PROBATION; Assessed administrative fine of $500.00 to be paid within 2 months.

THERON SPRUELL, Pharmacist #11270
SUSPENSION continued for 30 years from February 25, 2003; all previously ordered administrative fines are due.

WILLIAM D. WHITEHEAD, Pharmacist #7805
Assessed administrative fine of $2,500.00 to be paid within 30 days.

TECHNICIANS:

TERESA SNIDER, Technician Registration #T01510
Registration SUSPENDED for 1 year; may petition Board for hearing to revert SUSPENSION to PROBATION during one year period-failure to petition within one year, registration will be REVOKED.

MANUFACTURER/WHOLESALER/DISTRIBUTOR:

HEALTHCARE & DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTIONS, INC., Permit #193243
All drugs distributed e.g. domestically, importing or exporting, shall contain only pharmaceutical ingredients approved by the FDA, USP, USDA and/or HPUS; Assessed administrative fine of $10,000.00 to be paid within 30 days.
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS
APRIL 12, 2012

PHARMACISTS:

CHRISTOPHER LEE BECKER, Pharmacist #15781
Assessed administrative fine of $1,000.00 to be paid within 30 days.

LEIGH ANNE MARSHALL, Pharmacist #10279
Assessed administrative fine of $1,500.00 to be paid within 30 days.

AUSTIN CONNER, Pharmacist #13156
License and controlled substance permit SUSPENDED; ordered to make monthly payment of $250.00—any month’s failure to pay by the fifteenth, additional amount of $250.00 shall be added to total administrative fine due; SUSPENSION shall continue until all previous fines are paid in full.

LEWIS KEITH HOBBS, Pharmacist #10663
License and controlled substance permit SUSPENDED for 5 years—reverted to PROBATION for the stated five year period. Assessed administrative fine of $1,500.00 to be paid within 30 days.

GARY RANDOLPH JOHNSON, Pharmacist #10456
License SUSPENDED for 5 years from September 8, 2011 with immediate reversion to PROBATION; Assessed administrative fine of $2,500.00 to be paid within 30 days.

STEPHEN MASON OTIS, Pharmacist #11915
License and controlled substance permit SUSPENDED - may request hearing to have license reverted from SUSPENSION to PROBATION. Assessed administrative fine of $1,400.00 to be paid within 90 days.

MICHAEL D. STEADMAN, Pharmacist #12771
License and controlled substance permit SUSPENDED for 10 years—immediately reverted to PROBATION. Assessed administrative fine of $3,500.00 to be paid within 3 months.

TECHNICIAN:

MATTHEW BUCHANAN, Technician Registration #T28360
Registration SUSPENDED for 5 years—shall immediately revert to PROBATION; Assessed administrative fine of $1,000.00 to be paid within 90 days.

MELINDA RACHELYNEM, Technician Registration #T23824
Registration REVOLED; Assessed administrative fine of $6,000.00 to be paid within 90 days.

PHARMACY:

CVS PHARMACY #4949, Permit #110941
Assessed administrative fine of $4,000.00 to be paid within 30 days.
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS
MAY 15, 2012

PHARMACISTS:

JOHN RONALD JONES, Pharmacist #6639
Permanently SURRENDERED license; shall never again practice or seek to practice pharmacy in Alabama.

ADRIENNE R. SAVAGE, Pharmacist #16587
License SUSPENDED for 2 years-immediate reversion to PROBATION; Assessed administrative fine of $5,000.00 to be paid within 6 months.

BELINDA ROLFE THOMPSON, Pharmacist #10829
SUSPENSION reverted to PROBATION when conditions met.

DENNIS WRIGHT, Pharmacist #13272
SUSPENDED; conditions to be met within 90 days.

TECHNICIANS:

PAMELA ASHBURN, Technician Registration #T24109
Registration REVOKED; Assessed administrative fine of $1,750.00 to be paid within 3 months.

ADRIAN CHAMBRY COLLINS, Technician Registration #T05857
Registration REVOKED; Assessed administrative fine of $1,500.00 to be paid within 3 months.

SHALICIA FELDER, Technician Registration #T24314
Registration REVOKED; Assessed administrative fine of $1,500.00 to be paid within 3 months.

ASHLEY PAIGE LOGAN, Technician Registration #T15764
SUSPENSION of registration extended to October 30, 2014-reverted to PROBATION through October 30, 2014. Shall not be ‘non-pharmacist key holder designee’.

DARIOUS A. MINARD, Technician Registration #T33371
Registration REVOKED; Assessed administrative fine of $1,500.00 to be paid within 3 months.

CRAIG WILLIAM STINSON, Technician Registration #T05198
Assessed administrative fine of $250.00 to be paid within 60 days.
NON-RESIDENT PHARMACY:

CORAM ALTERNATE SITE SERVICES, Permit #113198/201672
Assessed administrative fine of $1,000.00 to be paid within 10 days.
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS
JUNE 19, 2012

PHARMACISTS:

HELEN ANFIELD, Pharmacist #7942
License and controlled substance permit SUSPENDED effective July 1, 2012; shall remain in effect until provides documentation that she has passed Alabama Pharmacy Law Exam.

JENNA LEE HESTER, Pharmacist #12733
License and controlled substance permit SUSPENDED-may request hearing after a period of 2 years to request SUSPENSION be reverted to PROBATION; Assessed administrative fine of $800.00 to be paid within 6 months.

CHARLES DANIEL JOHNSON, Pharmacist #12966
Permanently SURRENDERED license; shall never again practice or seek to practice pharmacy in Alabama; shall never own in whole or part or seek ownership of any pharmacy.

TIMOTHY O’NEAL, Pharmacist #9053
Permanently SURRENDERED license; shall never again practice or seek to practice pharmacy in Alabama; shall never own in whole or part or seek ownership of any pharmacy.

ERIC JUDSON WING, Pharmacist #12503
License and controlled substance permit SUSPENDED for 10 years from August 15, 2011-immediately reverted to PROBATION; Assessed administrative fine of $2,500.00 to be paid within 6 months.

TECHNICIANS:

AMANDA SHAFFER SMITH, Applicant for Technician Registration considered WITHDRAWN.
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS
JULY 17, 2012

PHARMACISTS:

JEFFREY TRENT BUCKELEW, #10803
Letter of reprimand; develop and implement a Quality Assurance Program; assessed monetary fine of $500.00

TIMOTHY A. AARON, #10300
Guilty of counts one through five of statement of charges.

PHARMACY:

B&K DEERFOOT PHARMACY, #112384
Develop and implement a Quality Assurance Program

FRANKLIN PHARMACY (OPTIMAL PAIN CONTROL) #113501
Assessed monetary fine of $75,000.00

NON-RESIDENT PHARMACY:

CHRONISCRIPT, A WALGREENS PHARMACY #113819/201945
SUSPENDED 24 months; assessed monetary fine; shall revert to PROBATION after fine paid and compliant with PDMP.

KG PHARMACY, #113058/201607
Assessed monetary fine of $1,000.00.

SUMMIT PHARMACY, INC., #113820/201946
Assessed monetary fine of $1,000.00.

PRECURSOR CHEMICALS:

AMVAC CHEMICAL COMPANY, #700171
Assessed monetary fine of $1,000.00

E. I. DUPONT DE MENOURS & COMPANY, #700170

TECHNICIANS:

MATTHEW JASON BLANKS, #T00307
SUSPENDED 5 years; revert to PROBATION after December 31, 2013 if compliant. Assessed monetary fine of $3,000.00
LISA ELAINE BROWN, #T01788
PERMANENTLY SURRENDERED registration.

ASHLEY NICOLE HOYETT, #T24472
Assessed monetary fine $200.00; complete approved CE within 90 days.

BRANDI LYNN WARRICK, #T34322
REVOKED; assessed monetary fine of $4,000.00.
Pharmacists:

BILLY FLINT EAST, #8027
Complete 60 hours CE in addition to 45 hours obtained prior to hearing; prior SUSPENSION reverted to PROBATION upon fulfillment of CE hours; cannot be preceptor or supervising pharmacist during suspension or probation.

JEFFREY BLAKE MILLER, Applicant for Licensure
License to practice pharmacy granted provided conditions met; placed on PROBATION until April 14, 2015; assessed administrative fine of $4,000.00.

DEMETRIUS YVONNE PARKS, #11275
Assessed monetary fine of $2,000.00.

DAN MORGAN VALENTINE, Applicant for Licensure
Application DENIED; assessed monetary fine of $700.00

Non-Resident Pharmacy:

APOTHECURE, INC., #113027
PERMANENTLY REVOKED, assessed monetary fine of $20,000.00

INSTITUTIONAL PHARMACY SOLUTIONS, #113800/201931
Assessed monetary fine of $1,000.00.

Technicians:

CAMERON LOCKLAR, #T26233
REVOKED.

PRISCILLA MCCASKILL, #T33036
REVOKED; assessed monetary fine of $400.00.
APRIL DENISE MCGOUGH, Applicant for Technician
Application for Registration denied.

COURTNEY RENEE MYERS, #T04220
REVOKED; assessed monetary fine of $600.00.

PAULA WALKER, #T13910
Assessed monetary fine of $250.00
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS
September 25, 2012

PHARMACISTS:

DELMOUS VANCE, III, #12502
PROBATION 2 years; assessed monetary fine of $10,000.00 (order states both Vance and Citizen’s fined $10,000.00)

DENNIS WRIGHT, #13272
IRREVOCABLY SURRENDERED, may never seek reinstatement.

PHARMACIES:

CITIZEN EXPRESS PHARMACY, #102380
assessed monetary fine of $10,000.00 (order states both Vance and Citizen’s fined $10,000.00)

EXTERN/INTERN:

NICOLE STANDIFORD, Extern/Intern #10546
REVOKED; assessed monetary fine of $250.00.

TECHNICIANS:

ERIN CLAY, applicant for technician
GRANTED upon payment of all appropriate fees.

ANDREW RYAN GRAY, #T29694
Submit requested CE; assessed monetary fine of $250.00.

SYREETA C. GRIFFIN, #T15454
REVOKED; assessed monetary fine of $1,300.00.

ARLEXIA QUEOLEONA JORDAN, #T18718
Submit requested CE; assessed monetary fine of $250.00.

VANESSA LENORE KING, applicant for technician
DENIED.

AMANDA MALTBIE, #T17017
REVOKED; assessed monetary fine of $600.00.

MANUFACTURERS/WHOLESALERS/DISTRIBUTORS:
COMMONWEALTH HOME HEALTHCARE, #900621
Assessed monetary fine of $2,500.00.
HEARINGS
October 23, 2012

TECHNICIANS:

GEORGE L. BOOKER, #25622
REVOKED; assessed monetary fine of $6,000.00.

KELLI R. CALHOUN, #T22328
Assessed monetary fine of $250.00.

JACQUELINE DENISE JOE, #T27525
Must complete 2 hours CE within 30 days; assessed monetary fine of $100.00.

HEATHER N. MYREX, #T35903
REVOKED; assessed monetary fine of $6,000.00.

MANDY FARMER THOMPSON, #T22935
Issued registration for 2012-2013 upon payment of proper fee; assessed monetary fine of $50.00.
HEARINGS
November 20, 2012

PHARMACISTS:

THOMAS C. EMBRY, #7499
Assessed monetary fine of $15,000.00.

PHARMACIES:

SHEFFIELD PHARMACY, #112477
Assessed monetary fine of $75,000.00.

NON-RESIDENT PHARMACIES:

GABECARE DIRECTRX, INC.
Assessed monetary fine of $1,000.00.

TECHNICIANS:

DUSTIN WAYNE BELYEU, #T30544
PERMANENT SURRENDER; agrees never to work as Pharmacy Tech in AL

KENYATTA LYNETTE COLEMAN, applicant for technician
GRANTED; placed on PROBATION for 2 years; notify each and every employer of Order.

JONATHAN CRUSE, #T28067
PERMANENT SURRENDER; agrees never to work as Pharmacy Tech in AL

KASONDRA SNYDER MALONE, #T12661
REVOKED, assessed monetary fine of $6,000.00.

AMANDA MEADOWS MIMS, #T09309
PERMANENT SURRENDER; agrees never to work as Pharmacy Tech in AL

ALLISON R. PETERSON, #T30764
PERMANENT SURRENDER; agrees never to work as Pharmacy Tech in AL

SONDRA KAYE ROUSE ROBERTS, applicant for technician
GRANTED; placed on PROBATION for 2 years; notify each and every employer of Order.
HEARINGS
December 18, 2012

NON-RESIDENT PHARMACIES:

MEDICAL ARTS PHARMACY SERVICES, INC., #112912/201524
Assessed monetary fine of $1,000.00.

NEW ENGLAND COMPOUNDING CENTER, #112275/201114
REVOKED.

TECHNICIANS:

BECKY BULLOCK, #T11488
REVOKED; assessed monetary fine of $3,000.00

VANESSA LASHAUN CREAMER, applicant for tech
DENIED

MARY JANE GAYDOS GUY, applicant for tech
DENIED

SHERNENE SHUNTELE HATCH, applicant for tech
DENIED

LE'MESHLA McCLELLAN #T24373
REVOKED; assessed monetary fine of $3,000.00

SAMANTHA MADISON, #T36954
REVOKED; assessed monetary fine of $800.00

FRANCES PATE, #T02213
Letter of REPRIMAND.

SHERRI C. ROUSE, #T22210
REVOKED; assessed monetary fine of $3,000.00

MELANIE JOHNSON SCHMITZ, #T12784
PROBATION for 1 year; assessed monetary fine of $500.00; if fine not paid within 90 days - registration deemed to be REVOKED.